Teaching Is ‘Just Great’
Says Lynn

BY KAY HICKS
Lynn Brewer will soon be one of America’s new elementary school teachers, she is presently practicing teaching at Harwell Avenue School, Lynn says, “I have always been interested in children and think that children are ‘just precious.’ She hopes to teach second grade in Rome, Georgia. Lynn’s home is in Warner Robins, where she graduated from Warner Robins High School where she was a member of the Junior Civitan and secretary of the Beta Club. She is a transfer student from Florida State University. At LaGrange, Lynn has been a member of the Student Government Association. She is a proctor in Smith dormitory, the academic advisor in the History major class, and an officer of the Student Education Association. As secretary of Alpha Kappa Theta sorority, she has won the loudest cheer at football games, she has also chosen her “Alpha Kappa Theta sister of the century.” Lynn is one of those remarkable people who can always find the time to complete what needs to be done.

In the near future, Lynn will become the bride of Mr. Sidney Johnson, a former LaGrange student.

MISS LYNN BREWER

Agnes Scott Dancers To Lead At Vespers

The Contemporary Dance Group from Agnes Scott College will present a full-length modern ballet production of “Weather For Viet Meet” one of the earliest examples in choreography for the modern ballet dancer. The production, directed by Lynn’s home, is in Warner Robins, Georgia, and boasts a large supporting cast. Curtain time is 8 p.m. on Friday, February 25 and 26, the first performance of the spring semester. Tickets are $1.50 in advance and $2.00 at the door.

Seven Inducted Into Sigma

Seven science and mathematics students at LaGrange College have been inducted into Sigma Xi Society.

Newest members of the honorary organization at LaGrange College are Mrs. Janice B. Burdell of LaGrange, Schen- nage, N.Y., Chuck Smith, LaGrange, Georgia, Mrs. Robert Hamil of LaGrange, Mrs. Verna H. Martin of LaGrange, Mrs. William B. Wylie of LaGrange, and Mr. Samuel M. Thomas of LaGrange.

Dr. Arthur M. Hicks, professor of chemistry and an ad- viser to the student-faculty society, said, “Sigma Xi is an honorary association which meets for the purpose of stimulating thinking and for exploring areas of science not touched upon in formal courses or which are of current interest.” Membership is limited. Dr. Hicks notified students who have taken three or more college courses in science or mathematics and maintain an average of B or higher, have an average of C or more in all academic courses, and show promise of growth, and usefulness to mankind through activities in the sciences.

All inductees are expected to present a seminar program to the group, Dr. Hicks said.

The next Sigma Xi meeting will be March 8, 8 p.m. in the Science Building.

Georgia Playwright Lives On LC Stage

BY THB McCOORD

Next week on Friday and Saturday, February 25 and 26, the curators at Holmes Auditorium will ring up on one of the major hits of recent theatrical history, “No Time for Sergeants,” the popular Broadway hit which has become a regular scheduled feature of the Holmes Auditorium schedule. The idea of a new breakfast schedule, Cafeteria Manager explains, was due to the popularity of the breakfast menu.

The play is a modern comedy about a modern-day Huckleberry Finn who gets drafted into the Air Force. It stars Jim Nabors as the Air Force pilot and Burt Lancaster as the Air Force sergeant. The play was written by W. P. Lipscomb Jr. and directed by Miller shim. It has been a hit on Broadway and is now being performed at the Shubert Theater in New York City. The production is directed by Walter Kerr and is under the supervision of J. J. Newhouse.

The cast includes: Jim Nabors as the Air Force pilot, Burt Lancaster as the Air Force sergeant, and Rhoda Williams as the Air Force wife. The play runs for six performances in the Holmes Auditorium and is expected to be a great success. The production is under the direction of J. J. Newhouse and is sponsored by the Shubert Theater in New York City.

No Chance in Breakfast

BY LANE LOVELL

In reply to last week’s article concerning the breakfast schedule, Cafeteria Manager reports that there seems to be no way to extend the serving of breakfast.

Last Tuesday, representatives from Campus Cafeteria Inc. were in our dining hall. At that time they gave us the idea of a new breakfast schedule as had appeared in the Hilltop News. Starfield indicated Campus Cafeteria Inc. would have to make a decision to change the breakfast schedule, and therefore the company would have to make a decision to change the breakfast schedule.

Unless the Business Office decides to contact the company and check on possibilities, we present 7 to 8 a.m., breakfast will continue.

Weather

WINTRY WEATHER

A cold front is passing through the area today, bringing temperatures in the low 30s. The high temperature for the day is expected to be around 40 degrees. The wind is blowing out of the northwest at 10 to 15 miles per hour.

A winter storm warning is in effect for the area, with a possibility of freezing rain later in the day. Skies will be cloudy, with a chance of snow showers.

Temperatures will remain below freezing overnight, with a low of 25 degrees expected. The wind will continue to blow out of the northwest, with gusts up to 25 miles per hour.

The area is under a winter weather advisory, with a forecast of snow and sleet tomorrow. The high temperature for the day is expected to be around 35 degrees, with a low of 25 degrees. The wind will continue to blow out of the northwest, with gusts up to 25 miles per hour.

The area is under a winter weather advisory, with a forecast of snow and sleet tomorrow. The high temperature for the day is expected to be around 35 degrees, with a low of 25 degrees. The wind will continue to blow out of the northwest, with gusts up to 25 miles per hour.

The area is under a winter weather advisory, with a forecast of snow and sleet tomorrow. The high temperature for the day is expected to be around 35 degrees, with a low of 25 degrees. The wind will continue to blow out of the northwest, with gusts up to 25 miles per hour.

The area is under a winter weather advisory, with a forecast of snow and sleet tomorrow. The high temperature for the day is expected to be around 35 degrees, with a low of 25 degrees. The wind will continue to blow out of the northwest, with gusts up to 25 miles per hour.
The Other Side Of Affirmation, Viet Nam Looks Like This

Editor:

We would like to offer our congratulations to all of the students who participated in the "Viet Nam Pilgrimage" which took place last Saturday, March 2nd. We trust that the box lunches, the motorcycles to Atlanta, and the bus ride to the Whisk-A-Go-Go made the trip worthwhile.

How did it feel to wake up Sunday morning, and know that you were in Korea "completely alone"? That you were no longer a "typical LaGrange College student?" But that you had secured the hell out of Ho Chi Minh? Saturday's assembly has and will have some far-reaching effects. No longer will people ask, "Where in the hell out of Ho Chi Minh?"

Viet Nam Looks Like This

Georgia Collegiate Registrars will include panel discussions on various college admissions problems.

Henderson said the conference will include panel discussions on various college admissions problems.

The students were asked to report to the registrar's office, and drop the course. He opened the door and said, "Good riddance!" and he hurried out.

The Hilltop News staff will meet tonight at 6 p.m. in the new room.

Animal Clutchers Are Labeled Unrealistic

The Whisk-A-Go-Go made the trip worthwhile.

"Viet Nam Pilgrimage" Saturday's assembly has and will have some far-reaching effects.

Viet Nam has once again taken the lead in forming public opinion. History books are certain to show that the turning point in this war was that great day back in 1950 when thousands of Georgia students ate box lunches and watched "The Box Lunch Dodger.""

Expel Cheaters Or No?

"ACEP"-shaped cheaters are accused and expelled.

An education professor at North Texas State University, Denton recently accused one of his students of cheating, reports the Campus Chat.

"Viet Nam is one of the world's most important economic centers. No longer will people ask, "Where in the hell out of Ho Chi Minh?"

Burning draft cards when they hear that the mayor of "Lick Skillet," Georgia, has affirmed the U.S. policy, The Viet Cong themselves will no doubt throw down their weapons and flee on their feet.

In a few years, many of these girls' honeymoon will not have been filled by stuffed animals. The students were asked to report to the registrar's office, and drop the course. He opened the door and said, "Good riddance!" and he hurried out.

"ACEP"-shaped cheaters are accused and expelled.

The Hilltop News staff will meet tonight at 6 p.m. in the new room.

RICE'S

"BE EXCLUSIVE, TRADE AT RICE!!"

35 Court Square

BUCKINGHAM SHOP

"NEXT TO THE TASTY RESTAURANT"

TU 4816

From the "College Corner"

One rack of your famous make Shirts & Sweaters
50% OFF

One large table of famous make Blouses & Skirts
50% OFF

Mansour's

The theme for the Sunday evening Veepers Service on February 11 was "A Christian View of Race," Mr. James McLean, head of the Art Department, spoke on Christian attitudes toward race relations. The sermon for the service was a special liturgical dance choreographed by Sheri Chadwick, twenties style dancer, at North Texas State University. Watson on the harp, the performers were Mrs. Lightfoot, a Negro high school student, and Sheri Chadwick.

McLean Speaks On Race Views; Dance Interprets

By Ronnie McVey

The theme for the Sunday evening Veepers Service on February 11 was "A Christian View of Race," Mr. James McLean, head of the Art Department, spoke on Christian attitudes toward race relations. The sermon for the service was a special liturgical dance choreographed by Sheri Chadwick, twenties style dancer, at North Texas State University. Watson on the harp, the performers were Mrs. Lightfoot, a Negro high school student, and Sheri Chadwick.

The theme for the Sunday evening Veepers Service on February 11 was "A Christian View of Race," Mr. James McLean, head of the Art Department, spoke on Christian attitudes toward race relations. The sermon for the service was a special liturgical dance choreographed by Sheri Chadwick, twenties style dancer, at North Texas State University. Watson on the harp, the performers were Mrs. Lightfoot, a Negro high school student, and Sheri Chadwick.
Jane Jenkins Takes Crown

Freshman Jane Jenkins, through a tearful smile accepts her crown as the Quadrangle Queen for 1965 from last year’s winner, Ann Hersee, Jane, sponsored by Alpha Delta Delta sorority, was chosen from thirteen entrants. Standing by her is her escort, Wim Henderson.

Georgia Playwright Lives

Continued from page one novel about the peace-time Army was surging to the top of the best-seller lists in 1954, it caught the eye of actor-producer Maurice Evans, who decided that Levin was just the man to expand his own talent. Evans named Ira Levin. Evans had been a successful playwright, and even his earlier works had been sold to the Theatre Guild for $30,000. His first major Hollywood film was “A Kiss Before Dying,” which played on Broadway in New York on October 20, 1955, but was an instantaneous success. It was an instant hit at the young age of 25.

Ron Taylor Paintings Colorful And Shapely

BY JOHN OGD
You might call the opening of Ron Taylor’s exhibit at Roer’s Gallery last Sunday colorful and shapely.

Mr. Taylor’s paintings seem to be characterized by large color-filled shapes. These shapes are quite obviously, perhaps even bluntly organic in origin.

Mr. Taylor is said to use microscopic photographs of internal anatomy and other subjects for his ideas. In this way he discovers completely new and interesting abstract material. He balances those shapes with bright and, at times, almost iridescent color. The paint has been applied smoothly and flatly to emphasize the shapes. The colors have been carefully mixed to create an illusion of depth and overlapping.

Another interesting aspect of Mr. Taylor’s work is the use of canvas. He sometimes turns it from a square to a diamond shape by the angle it hangs.

In one work he combined three separate canvases and formed a “w” shape. In this way he can give a different appeal to his design.

In The World Of Entertainment

“The Ugly Dachshund,” is Walt Disney’s latest movie and stars four dachshunds and an enormous Great Dane. Dean Jones and Suzanne Pleshette is a childless couple who love dogs—”mutt” dogs to the canines.

The Great Dane named Bruno gets mixed up with the dachshunds at the veterinarian’s and grows to an ex-

Mansour’s

27 COURT SHOP

February Clearance

ONE GROUP WINTER JACKETS AND CARCOATS 50% off MANSOUR’S
Panthers Aim For Second Place This Week

BY T. J. THOMPSON

The Valdosta State Rebels asserted themselves as at least a No. 3 team for the G.L.A.C. crown by dousing the Panthers 77-66. The loss knocked the Panthers out of any chance for the crown.

The Rebels gave the Panthers all they wanted for the entire game. However, the outstanding play of Givens, McWade and Lester Plant led the Rebels over the battling Panthers.

LaGrange squashed the Rebels, little All-Americans, by a score of 66-60. Sophomore Steve Fry and freshman Mike Rainey have given the Panthers back-up support this season.

Joe Phillips led the Panthers with 20 points and 13 rebounds. This enabled Phillips to break the school career record of 13th win against 9 losses. The game was very close throughout, but the Bears outlasted the Bears, who doubled the Panthers, 66-60.

Two groups of Panthers got together at O'Keefe High Gym in Atlanta Thursday. The band of panthers from LaGrange came out on top by a score of 66-58. Sophomore Tom Duckett enjoyed his finest night in a Panthers uniform, leading his Club to victory.

The outcome of the game was never in doubt. The Panthers maintained a lead of around 15 points as they coasted to their 13th win against 9 losses.

Cagers Fall Twice, But Defeat Ga State

High school basketball will continue for the G.I.A.C. crown this week. After the Shorter defeat Coach Marvin said, "We have a better team than we showed in that game. We will be trying harder when Shorter comes to LaGrange." Shorter has the third-best defense among the nation's small colleges. Currently number three, the Hawks are holding opponents to 57 points per game.

Coach Bill Foster's crew also has the tenth-best average margin of victory, according to the National Association of Colleges.

In an earlier meeting in Rome, Shorter defeated LaGrange by a score of 67-60, after three LaGrange starters fouled out.

After the Shorter defeat Coach Marriott said, "We have a better team than we showed in that game. We will be trying harder when Shorter comes to LaGrange." Shorter has the third-best defense among the nation's small colleges. Currently number three, the Hawks are holding opponents to 57 points per game. Coach Bill Foster's crew also has the tenth best average margin of victory, according to the National Association of Colleges.

In an overall comparison, both teams are scoring an average of 16.7 points per game more than their opponents.

Senior Earl Dugger, the G.I.C.'s second highest scorer (10.8 per game), will be leading the Shorter attack here Saturday night.

Saturday's short game will be next to the last home appearance for the Panthers this season. Only a game with West Georgia will remain on the schedule.
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